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Season 4, Episode 23
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False-Hearted Judges



It's open season in New York when not one but two powerful judges are executed. At first they seem to have no connection; one was a family court judge whose entire family was attacked, the other is an appellate court judge. After investigating the judges more thoroughly, Goren and Eames realise that their first set of suspects was simply a smokescreen, and there is a far more insidious threat. Their investigation leads them to a non-custodial father who has a beef with the court system.
Quest roles:
Natalie Gold, C.S. Lee, Ed Vassallo, David Andrews, Clayton LeBouef, Jeremy Blackman, Seth Barrish(Bouchon), Stella Maeve(Sylvie Skoller), Susan Angelo(Judge E. Barton), Terry Beaver(Franklin Traynor), Ari Fliakos(Wade Brownfeld), MacIntyre Dixon(Judge Freeman), Mark Kenneth Smaltz(Roland Thibodeaux), Ty Thomas Reed(Sean Barton), David McCann(Henry Baron), Mason Pettit(Detective Langdon), Christian Rozakis(Oliver Barton), Eddie Martinez(Sixto)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
25 May 2005, 00:00
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